**Anda Venice Hostel**

**languages spoken**: Italian, English, French, German, Portuguese, Spanish  
**beds**: 600  
**type of accommodation**: 6 (mixed or female) dormitories with private bathroom  

**prices**  
Daily rate per type of accommodation  
- bed in a 6-bed mixed dormitory (only overnight stay): 15,00 euros per night  
- bed in a 6-bed mixed dormitory (breakfast included): 19,00 euros per night  
- bed in a 6-bed female dormitory (only overnight stay): 16,00 euros per night  
- bed in a 6-bed female dormitory (breakfast included): 20,00 euros per night  
**Monthly rate for all types of accommodation**: 250,00 euros per month  

**other information**  
very convenient location in front of Venezia - Mestre train station (buses and trains to/from Venice every 10 min.); new and vibrant design environment; common areas and rooms for public use; bar and kitchen for guests; laundry.